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I. INTRODUCTION 
R will always denote a local noetherian ring with maximal ideal m and 
quotient field k = R/m. In his lecture notes [II] Serre asked whether the 
PoincarC series of R, P(R), is always a rational function. The following cases 
are known: 
1. (Serre) If  R is regular of dimension n then P(R) = (1 + z)“, and 
conversely if P(R) is a polynomial then R is regular. 
2. (Tate) If  R is regular of dimension n and if xi ,..., xd is an R-regular 
sequence contained in m2, then P(R/x, ,..., .xd)) = (1 + ,a)“/(1 - .z~)~ 
3. (Scheja) If  R is a regular ring of dimension 2 and if a is an ideal of R 
contained in m2, then either a is generated by an R-regular sequence, or 
P(R/a) = (1 + z)“/( 1 - cl22 - E~.z?) where ci denotes the dimension of the 
ith homology group of the Koszul complex associated to the R/a module k. 
The principal result of this paper is: 
4. I f  R is a regular ring of dimension n and if a is an ideal contained in m2 
such that a is generated by two elements, then either a is generated by an 
R-regular sequence, or, P(R/a) = (1 + ,~)“/(l - E~.z~ - c2z3 ... -E,,z~~+~) 
where ci denotes the dimension of the ith homology group of the Koszul 
complex associated to the R/a module k. 
I should note at this point that by passing to the completion and using the 
Cohen structure theory, it is sufficient for the rationality problem to consider 
only rings S of the form R/a where R is regular and a is an ideal contained 
in m2. Thus the smallest case which is still not completely known is that where 
R is of dimension 3 and a is generated by three elements. 
The organization of the paper is as follows: 
* The bulk of this work was done in the academic year 1966-67 in Paris. A pre- 
liminary version, Shamash [12], was written in the Fall of 1967 at Southern Illinois 
tlniversity. Section (3) was rewritten in the Fall of 1968. 
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In Sections (2) and (3) 1 1 ,rove t\vo change of rings theorems, the basic 
motivation for which are the works of Schcja (9) and Tate (13). The 
consequences will include the theorems of Serre and Tate mentioned above. 
In Section (4) I will prove a technical result of Golod which probably 
represents the most important work to date on this ptoblem. Tn Section (5) 
I apply Golod’s theorem to obtain Scheja’s theorem and the rnain new result 
of this paper which was mentioned above. 
Let M be a finitely generated R-module. Let 
be a minimal resolution of 111 with differentiation d’, i 1, and 
augmentation map E. Let a, denote the dimension of the free R-module Ri. 
Then the PoincarC series of :IZ, P,(JI), is defined to be XI’_,, CI~Z”. With this 
notation P(R) is just P,(k). Suppose now that .T is an R-regular element of R 
which is contained in m but not in mP, and suppose that s annihilates 212. 
The principal result of this section is that ,P,(M) -7 (I - z) P,,,(M). This 
generalizes the case M k which was proved by Scheja. The proof I give is 
different; the results obtained are more precise. 
LEMMA 1. There exist R-linear mnps cxi mapping Ri -* R1+’ such that 
&wlc 
.f kc, 
1 _ ‘-‘dz is just scalar multiplication by x. 
nbfation 1. For i c 0, R’ is assumed to be the zero module, for i Y.. 0 d” 
is assumed to be the zero map, and for i ,-: 0 c,,~ is assumed to be the zero 
map. Then the assertion of Lemma (I ) is for all i. 
(2) czi will be written ci when no confusion will be caused. Sometimes the 
superscript will also be dropped. 
Proof of Lemma 1. Suppose that p1 ,..., c,, form a basis for the free R- 
module RO. Then for all 1 .< k --1 11, xe, is in the kernel of E. Thus there exist 
vectors zilc in Rl such that #(a,,.) _: se, . Define c”(e,<) to be z’~; and extend co 
by linearity to all of R”. It is then clear that dl(co) is just scaler multiplication 
by x. We proceed by induction and assume that c2 has been defined for all 
7 *:I 71 3 1 and has the required property. Let (e,),=,., form a basis for the 
free R-module R”. Then, by using the inductive hypothesis we have for all 
iz that d”(xe, - cn-ldr’e,,.) - .&‘(e,,.) ~-. (.\-d”en - c ~i~B&-ldVieA) = 0. Thus b! 
the acyclicity of the resolution, there exists ~9~: in Rn+-l such that 
#~+‘(a,) = xek - cn--ld7’eA Define P’(Q) to be v,, , and extend cn by linearity 
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to all of R”. It is then clear that for all v  E R” we have (d”+W +c~-V”) 
(7’) -. xv. 
Remark. The only property of x that was used in the proof of Lemma 1 
is that x is contained in the annihilator of M. 
Proposition I . i-lssume now that x is ?lot contained in m2. Then the c,.; cm he 
chosen so that 
(a) the image of ci is a direct sunrmarld (7lecessarily free since R is l~ccrl) 
of Rii’, and 
(h) the kernel of cL is precisely the image of ci-‘. 
Proof. For i < 0 properties (a) and (b) are trivially satisfied. We proceed 
by induction assuming that both (a) and (b) hold for i :< n. ‘l“tlus 
RwI _ c’i(R”) @ BW1 where @-I denote some (free) supplement to c”(Rf8). 
I will show first that c” -’ can be defined to be zero on cn(R7’), i.e., that for all 
z: c R” 1% e have ,YC”(Z’) =: c”d”i’c”(v). In fact, 
c”$“-.lc~‘(v) _ cQv - c”-‘d~~(v)) _~ &Q;) 
since CQ”-~ is assumed to be zero by induction. Let w now denote some 
element of B’I I1 which is not contained in mB”L1. I wish to show that ~‘1 i l(zu) 
is not contained in mR”mr2. It would then follow that cn+l maps B7(+1/mL3’1 -I 
injectively into R ‘r+2/mR@ and so since R is local c” restricted to B-l is a 
direct isornorphism into Rrf~f2, which would complete the proof. (Recall ,that 
a homorphism is called direct if its image is a direct summand; it is called 
co-direct if its kernel is a direct summand; it is called bidirect if its image and 
kernel arc direct summands). Sow d++%“+l(zu) = xw - crfd7’~+1(zc). Since 
Y $ m”, xw $ m2B”-+ 1 and therefore from the direct sum decomposition of 
R” t I, xw _ C”&~-l(ZC) $ m2R” /I. Since d” 12(Rrf-r?) C mR”-,l it then foJlo\\s 
that c” i lzu $ mR?t+2. 
COROLLARY. For i > 0, let bi = JFj>,, (-1)~ uim, . Then bi is alzcays u 
positive integer ..:,ai . 3 is of $-nitepFoj’ectiz%e dimension G- there exists un integer 
II such that b,, I=- b,,+l = 0, in which case the projective dimension of ICI is II. 
Proof. This is an easy consequence of Proposition 1. 
Let S now denote the ring Rjs. Let Si denote the free S-module 
S OR Ri/S @JR ci-‘(R’-I), so that S’” q 5’ izR B”. By Lemma (1 ), d” induces 
a differentiation map ai on s”. 
I'ROPOSITION (2). l‘he Si form n mininla~ projective reso&tion for the 
S-module d1. L 
’ I wish to thank the referee for calling my attention to Theorem 2.7.3 of Naga.ta’s 
LocaI Rings. I find the idea contained in the proof of Nagata’s theorem quite similar 
to that of this proposition. 
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Proof. It suffices to prove acpclicity. Suppose then that? t S’ is such that 
&(ff’) 0. liTc can clearly assume that i 0. Choose z’~ E RT SO that the 
image of ii’? in 5” is equal to i;‘. ‘I’hen (ji(zY) : c’ B(zL’i~ “) + x.‘cu” i for some 
*p’? (r R’ ” , z,;- 1 t fp’, Rut ,yz(,+ 1 p ')d- JzL+I + ljic~-lzOi--l, 'Thus I,> 
subtracting ci.- d, ‘PIP I from 71” \ve can assun1c that d’(C) fi- 2(zoi-2) for some 
a+‘! t Ri- 2. Thus cimldr(zl’) 0, so that pi’ ~ .T~~(uz) =-: 0. But since 
i 0 and since .x is R-regular, this implies that d(rL) 0, so that zji is a 
houndar\-. ‘I’hus ;~l’ is a boundaty. 
('~ROLIARY (1). PR(.W) 7 (! z) PR, .( ‘11) 
Pr0oj~. This is simple counting from Proposition (2). 
C'C)ROI.I.ARY (2). (Serre) [f  R is r@ur of‘ clirr2ens~on T?, P,(k) =y (1 -I-- z)“. 
C’onversclv if P,(k) is a po~~t~ovuizl then R is regular. 
I+oof. The first direction is an immediate consequence of Corollary (1) 
choosin,g ~11 to be k. For the converse, let x1 ,..., . ,! r be a maximal R-regular 
sequence of R contained in m but not in m’. I f  S ~~ R/(x, ,..., xn) is k, then 
R is regular. Otherwise m is an associated ideal of S and b!; Proposition (2) 
P,(k) is clearly a polynomial. This is a contradiction since for a local ring R 
whose maximal ideal is an associated prime all modules which are not free 
have infinite projective dimension. (It suffices by induction to note that if K” 
is the kernel of E : R0 F .\I, then K” z 0 is contained in mR”, therefore has 
a nontrivial annihilator and so is not tree). 
PROPOSITION (3). The uotation as in Proposition (2), let f L denote the map 
of R’ t 9’. Let Ki denote the kernel oj- d’ and Ri the kernel of & (A? and I?” 
are of course the kernels of the aqmentation maps). We hazle then,for all i L 0, 
a) 0 4 Z,’ + Kj --F k” --+ 0 is esuct. 
b) I,! is a free R-module canonicully isomorphic to Bi . 
c) 0 ---z R/m CYJ I,’ + R/m 1; A-’ ~+ R/m c!j K’ --z 0 is exact. 
ProoJ a) was proved in the course of proving Proposition (2). c) is a 
consequence of b) and the fact that the minimal number of generators of Ki 
is equal to the minimal number of generators of Ki plus the minimal number 
of generators of KZpl (see Corollary (I) to Proposition (2)). It remains to 
show b). I f  ~7 is any element of Bi then &(.~a~ -- cipldW) is equal to zero and 
is thus contained in L’. Since .Y is a nonzero divisor of R these elements span 
a free R-module isomorphic to B’ under the map z’? --f xzli - ci -l&vi. All 
that remains to be shown is that I,’ n c’-‘(Ri) 0. Suppose then that for 
some ;;~-r E Ri-’ we have that d?-‘(?m ‘) 0. 
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Then, 
Therefore ~~-~zl~~--l = 0. 
Remark. It should be noted that properties a), c) and the fact that Li is 
free are independent of the choice of the minimal resolutions and of the maps 
Si commuting with the differentiation operators and the augmentation. 
For reference I wish to state the following generalization of Proposition (I), 
a proof of which may be found in Shamash [12]. 
PROPOSITI~K (4). Suppose that x1 ,..., x,, form part of a minimal se.t of 
generators of m, and are contained in the annihilator of M. Then the c,~ ,... t csn 
of Lemma (1) can be chosen so that 
(4 CJ,C.ca :Yz -sj,sc,kc,l 
(b) There exist modules Bi such tfzat for all i we haue 
RI = Bi @ i @ c2,(Bip1) @ 1 @ c~~~c~~Z(B~-~) @ . . . ,lg) c 
j=l j, -cj, 1,~.cj, . . . . . c,, 
0 c, 
‘1 
c, 
‘2 
... C~,JP) @ ... @ Czf$2 ... C.&3-‘q. 
(c) The image of cd, j-l is precisely those factors appear&g in (b) of the form 
c,rI, .+. c,, ... c,jr(Bi-r) fey all P: 
(d) ci, is direct and its kernel is precisely the image of ciT1. 
Proof. Omitted. 
3 
M is again assumed to be a finitely generated R-module and x is assumed to 
be an R-regular element contained in m Ann(M). The principal result of this 
section is that P,,,(M) = l/(1 - 9) P,(M).2 Choosing M to be the R- 
z In an earlier version of this paper (see Shamash [12]) theorem (I), below, was 
proved under more restrictive conditions on x, by applying Proposition (4). ‘The 
referee pointed out that under the condition x E m(Ann M), the corollaries to the 
theorem, and in particular, the equation P,,, (M) = (l/l - z”) P,(M), are available 
by applying Lemma 2.6 of G. Levin’s Ph.D. thesis, Homology of Local Rings, University 
of Chicago, December 1965, which is a generalization of Tate’s methods. The proof 
I give here is somewhat shorter than the earlier proof I had of the weaker version of 
Theorem (1). 
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module k, the above hypothesis on .X is trivially satisfied whenver J E ma; 
Tate’s theorem is then the case where R is a complete intersection. 
Let - ... + Hi Lf+ Ri-1 + . . . -+ R0 % M again denote a minimal 
resolution for M. For i 6; 0 let Rz denote the zero module and for i :< 0 let Ct’ 
denote the zero map. Let W denote the complex (Ri). The following lemma is 
a modification of Lemma (I). 
LEMMA (2). Let f  be a homogeneous linear map of positive degree on the 
complex 9? such that df = fd. Then th eye exists a homogeneous linear map c of 
degree one greater than the degree off such that 
dc -/ cd = f. 0) 
Proof. For i K. 0, f and c are necessarily the zero maps so that equation (1) 
is trivially satisfied on Ri for i < 0. Assume now that ci has been defined for 
all i < 11, n 2 0, such that (1) is satisfied, and let u be any element of Rn. Then 
d(f - cd) z‘ =: dfc - dcdv == fdv - d c d v  which by the inductive hypothesis 
equals cddv T dcdv - dcdv = 0. Since f is of positive degree, (f - cd) v  is a 
cycle in Rj for some j > 0. Thus 3c’“z’ E Rj+l such that de% =- f v  - cdv. 
Thus we can define c” on a set of basis vectors of R” so that (I) is satisfied. 
Extending by linearity we will have defined c on all of R” so that (I) is satisfied 
which completes the inductive proof. 
Now Iet s be any eiement of the annihilator of M and let fi denote scalar 
multiplication of R by x, so that fi is a homogeneous map of degree zero. Let 
ci denote the homogeneous map of degree 1 obtained via Lemma (I) and 
satisfying dc, $ c,d = fi . Assume that fi and ci have been defined for all 
I- i, II such thatf, =~ -Co< 7, I T,,c,..~ . Definef, to be -x0 ..,. ,I c,c,_, 
Then df,, =~ -~:oii.,Ti ~c,c,,~,~ . Now by- the inductive hypothesis dcjc,_j = 
f,c,,_j -~ ride,,+: = f,cl ,_., - cif,,+< -i c,c,,-,d. Rut by the inductive definition 
of the f, it is clear that &.C,i.,,, f,c ,,-., - cif,,-, 1 0, so that dfTl = f,,d. 
Remark (I). Let the differentiation (i be denoted by c,, . ‘I’hen the 
equation dcc,, -i c,d = f,( for all n can bc written 
C cjcn-; :-= 0 for all n. (2) 
Remark (2). The ci and fi which were defined above depend of course on 
X. If  this needs to be made explicit, they will be denoted by ci(x) and fi(x). 
LEMMA (3). I f  x E m Ann(M), then ~(a+) : R + miR. 
Remark. The idea of the proof is the same as that for defining the ci . The 
notation, however, is rather burdensome. 
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Proof of Lemma (3). Suppose that x = zI=, aixi with xj E Ann(M) and 
ai E m. Let S denote the set of integers I,..., r. For any integer t > 0, let 
S, denote the set of all t-tuples 01 = (~yi ,..., at) with ai E S for 1 < i < t and 
q<aj for l<i<j<t. Define a(ol):=a4,ao2**.aet. I f  u<t and 
P = (PI ,..., ,W) E S, , then we will write ,B < a: if there exists a 1 - 1 map 
0 from the set of integers l,..., u to the set I,..., t such that pi = aott) for all 
1 ,< i < U. Define the map 7 from the set { I,..., t - u} to the set { I,..., t} by 
setting ~(1) = the smallest integer not in the image of 0 and inductively for 
1 -I i < t - U, T(Z) = smallest integer not in the image of (J and greater than 
~(1 - 1). Define (Y - ,8 E S,P,U to be (aTo) ,..., ‘Y~(~_~J). 
Caution. cr is not necessarily unique. However 01 -- /3 depends only on 
01 and /3 and not on cr. 
Xow let n be any integer > 0 and let us assume by induction that for all 
0 c i < n and all 01 E Si , c, has been defined so that the following properties 
are satisfied : 
(i) I f  a: = (or) E S, , then c, = cr(x,J 
(ii) c?(x) = C a(m) c, 
aq 
(iii) For 01 E Si , i 2 2, clc, == -- c wu 4: 
!?<.a 
Suppose now that a! E S, . Once we show that d commutes with x:a,rl c~c~-~ , 
we can apply Lemma (2) to insure the existance of c, obeying property (iii). 
For II = 2, a simple calculation shows that d commutes with &,c;l coca-O . 
For n > 2, we note: 
a) If  neither p nor 01 - /3 are I-tuples then 
b) If  j3 = (&) E S, then 
whereas, 
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Thus, summing over all j3 < 01, wc obtain 
d t Rg ‘a 
The last two terms obviously cancel which proves that d commutes with 
L..a C&,-E . This insures the cxistance of c,, obeying property (iii). We now 
define c,(x) --~- ~:aeSa a(a) fu and it is immediately seen that k,,(s) 
Ix”,, . n 44 LW, which completes the proof of the lemma. 
Starting now with the minimal R-resolution of II/Z, I wish as in Section (2) 
to obtain a minimal 5’ R/r-resolution of M. To do this, it will be necessary 
to consider as distinct an infinite number of free S-modules each of 
dimension I. For i :-- 0, I, therefore, let f” denote a generator of the free 
S-module S’, and for i + j Sfi will be considered as distinct from Sf j. We 
can now define Si to he the direct sum 
si = c L-21..(g Sf21, 
l.‘..O R. 1 ) R 
To define the differentiation &: Sz- Si-r, assume that v  = CrBo ok @)f”“e Si 
so that vk E Ri-2h: for all k > 0. Define 
di(v) = C ( 2 cj(vk) @f2+j)) 
k>O O<j<A 
(3) 
LEMMA (4). if-l& =- 0. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Eq. (2) that for all n, 
CO:: j: n cjcn-j = O. 
Remark. The proof of Lemma (4) required neither that x be R-regular, 
nor that x E m(Ann M) rather than Ann(M). 
THEOREM (1). . . . si 2tL p-1+ .,. + So L M is a minimal S-resolution 
for M. 
Proof. From Lemma (4) it is clear that d(P) C mSi-‘. Thus all that we 
need to prove is acyclicity. Suppose then that 8(x,>, ZI,( Of”“) = 0 where 
ZIP is some element of Rip2”. We wish to show that &=a vk @f 2k is a boundary. 
The proof will be by induction on the largest integer k, such that vkO f  0. 
Now from the definition of 22, if J(Co ,Cz k0 vi; Of”“) = 0, then 
d(vkO) @f 2ko = 0, i.e., d(vkO) = xv’ 
for some v’ for some v’ E Ri-2”o+‘. Th en, since dd .-_ 0, d(xv’) = rd(v’) = 0. 
Thus since x is R-regular, dv’ := 0 so that there exist v” E Ri-2”o such that 
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d(7;“) = 0’. Thus d(~ - XV”) = 0, so that there exists w E F!--‘“‘ll*’ such that 
d(w) = ZJ - <XV”. Since x = 0 in S, we can apply the inductive hypothesis to 
Z”. b I<” z’,: @f”” - d’+~l(zu @f2k0), which completes the proof. 
COROLLARY (I). I f  s is an R-regular element in m(Ann(M)) 
P,yjc(iW) = (l/l - Z”) P,(M). 
Pmqf. By Theorem (I ), this is simply counting. 
C'OROLLARY (2). If x is R-regular and contained in m2 then 
P(R/x) z= (l/l - z”) P(R). 
COROLLARY (3). (Tate) If R is a regular ying of dimension n, and x1 ,..., xd 
is an R-regular sepence contained in m2, then 
P(R/(x, ,..., NJ) = ((; T;; . 
Remark. Corollary (2) reduces the problems of finding the PoincarC 
series of a given ring to that of finding the PoincarC series of a ring S of the 
form R/a where R is regular and a is an ideal contained in m2 and having the 
property that for any choice x1 ,..., x, of minimal generators of a, x, is not a 
regular element of R/(x1 ,..., x,-~). 
4 
In a topological setting, Massey [7] was led to introduce certain higher 
order cohomology operations. Golod [6] noticed their relevance to the problem 
on the rationality of the PoincarC Series. I wish in this section to recall the 
definition of the Massey operations and to give a proof of Golod’s important 
theorem. 
Rappel. We assume that we are given a complex {K,:,} and a 
differentiation d” mapping Kn -+ Kn-l. We assume that the complex is 
equipped with a bilinear multiplication denoted by @ such that if ZI E Kp and 
wEKQthenv@wEKp+*andd(v@w) ==d(v)@w+(-l)Pv@dw.‘rhe 
Massey operations yn are defined on certain Iz-tuples of homogeneous cycles of 
.X as follows: If  T is any cycle then y(T) is defined to be simply the cycle T. 
Suppose now that Tl and Tz are two homogeneous cycles of degree 
respectively, y1 and r2 , then y(T, , T,) is defined to be -Irl+‘Tl @ T, . 
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Then y(l; , Tz) is a cycle and if y(T, , I:,) is a boundary, then ~(7’~ , TJ is 
defined to be an arbitrary homogeneous vector of degree y1 + y2 + 1 such 
that dy(T, , T,) = ~(7; , 7’.J. I f  y(7; , 7’,) is not a boundary, then y(T, , 7l.J 
is not defined. Let us sul~p~~e inductively that Tl ,..., T,, are homogeneous 
cycles of degree y1 ,..., F,, respectively, and that for any proper subset 
‘T,, ,..., 7’), , y( 7), ,..., T,r) and y( T,, ,..., T,r) have been defined and that 
dy(Tjl ,..., T,r) Y(T,~ ,..., T?,). Then y( 1; ,..., T,,) is defined to be 
ii-, 
2 (~ 1)“’ .” ’ I’l’ ’ Y( T, ,..., T,) @, y( Tiil ,..., T,,). 
It is easily checked thaty( T1 ,..., T,,) is a cycle. Ify(T, ,..., T,,) is a boundary 
then r(T, ,..., T,) is defined to be some homogeneous vector such that 
&CT, ,..., T,,) = y(T, >..., T,). I f  y(Tl ,..., T,) is not a boundary, then 
Y(7; ,..., T,) is not defined. It is easily checked by induction that if y( T1 ,..., T,) 
is defined, then for II 2y(I; ,..., T,) is homogeneous of degree 
r1 I-~ . . . $- y  7, -1. (n - 2) and thus ~(7; ,..., T,,) is a homogeneous vector of 
degree y1 $ .*. + Y,, + (7~ ~ 1). The complex is said to have trivial Masse? 
operations if for all integers II and all n-tuples of cycles 7; ,..., T,, , y( 7; ,..., T,,) 
is defined. 
Remarks. (1) Let 7’ be a boundary and T1 ,..., T, be n-cycles such that 
y(T, ,..., T,) is defined. Then it is easily checked by induction that 
y(T, Tl ,..., T,) is defined. 
(2) Let 2’ and T’ be two homogeneous cycles of the same degree, and 
Tl ,..., T,, be n-cycles such that y(T, 7; ,..., T,,) and r(T’, Tl ,..., T,) are 
defined. Then, again by induction it is easily checked thaty( T f  T’, 1; ,..., T,,) 
is defined and can be chosen to be y(T, 7; ,..., T,) + y( T’. 7; ,..., T,,). 
(3) Suppose now that 7’ and T’ are homologous. Then from remarks (I ) 
and (2) we have that y( T, Tl ,..., T,,) is defined if and only if y( T’, 7; ,..., T,,) 
is defined. Thus by choosing a representative set of cycles, the Massey 
operations can be considered to be functions on the homology groups of the 
complex. The reader should be cautioned, however, that even when the 
Massey operations are everywhere defined, they cannot in general be chosen 
to be multilinear. 
Rappel. Let R again denote a regular ring of dimension n with maximal 
ideal m. Let a be any ideal of R contained in m2 and let 5’ denote R/a. Let 
%? = (KiCVi.,J denote the Koszul complex of the R-module k. I recall 
(Serre [lr]) that K is the exterior algebra of the free R-module K1. Exterior 
multiplication is denoted by 0. Thus if e, ,..., e,, are bases elements of K1, 
then every element of K’ can be uniquely written as a linear combination of 
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elements of the form ejl @ -1. @ ejr withj, <j2 < a*. d: j, . The differentialtion 
map is given by 
d(ej, @ ... @ ejv) = 1 (-l)i+l ejl (jjJ ... @ lji @ *.- $j ej,. 
i=l 
Let 2 now denote the Koszul complex of the S-module k. Then 3? is obtained 
from Z by tensoring with S, i.e., Ri = S OR Ki and the differentiation di 
is that induced by di. 
PROPOSITIOX (5). If v  E Kp and w E Kg, then 
d(v @ w) = d(v) @w -1 (-l)j’v @ dzu. 
Proof. By linearity we can assume that v  = ejl @ *.* ,a e, with P 
II i ... < j, and w = ek, 8 ..’ @ ek with k, < .e. < k, . We proceed by 
induction on p, the result being clek if p = 1. Suppose p > I, and! let 
0’ =- ej,@ -.-&ee, 9 . We have then by induction that 
d(v’ @ w) = d(v’) @ w + (- I)y-’ v’ @ d(w). 
Thus 
d(v @ w) = d(ejl @ v’ @ w) = d(ejl) @ v’ @ w - e,, 18 d(v’ @ w) 
== d(ej,) @ v’ @ w - (ej, ‘3 dv’ @ zu + (- I),-l ej, & v’ @) dw) 
===(d(e,,)@v’-eej,@dv’)@w+(-l)flv@dw 
-d(v)@w+(--l)“v@dzu 
COROLLARY (Serre [II], Chapitre IV, Proposition (4)). The homoZo~y 
groups of ,% are vector spaces over k. 
Proof. Suppose that z’ is a cycle of KZ and x is an element of m. We must 
show that xu is a boundary. Now since x E m, there exists 1 in K1 such that 
al(Z) == X. We then have a(% 0~) = sv - 1 3 dv = xv since v  is a cycle. _ 
PROPOSITION (6). Let Tl ,..., T,, be homogeneous cycles of Y7. If y( Tl ,..., T,,) 
is de$ned, then y( Tl ,..., T,,) is contained in m.X. 
Proof. The proof is by induction. I prove it only for n = 2, the inductive 
step is similar. Since Tr and T, are cycles, Tl and T, are contained in mki. 
Thus again by (Serre [II], Chapitre (IV), Appendice I, Proposition (3)) we 
must have y(T, , T2) in mK. 
Notation. Let *.. + Si < ..* -+ So : k m= 9 be a minimal resolution of 
the S-module k. I recall (Serre [11], Chapitre IV, Appendice 1, 
Proposition (2)) that .z? may be regarded as being imbedded in .Y in the sense 
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that (a) for G i i .> n, 5’1 -: Kl 0 I ‘b for I” some free direct summand of S”, 
and (b) the restriction of d’ to K’ maps Ki to I(,--’ and coincides with the differ- 
entiation of h. E, will denote the dimension of the k-vector space Hi(K). 
THEOKEM (2). I f  .J has LUusseF operatiom which are eoeryzuhere defined, 
then Y has a structure vf a finitely generated associative algebra isomorphic to 
.X- 0s T(E) where T(E) denotes the tensor algebra of a graded module E while 
the tensor product with .YF is to be regarded as a tensor product of graded algebras. 
E has the property that for i I, I? is a trizlial module while for i :‘ 2, Et is a 
free S-module of dimension E,-~ . ln particular Ei is trizjial for i ;> n -i- 1. 
Proof. To prove ‘l’heorem (2) I w-ill explicitly construct a minimal 
resolution for k. To fix the ideas I will first specify Si and dL for i .-; 4. So is 
just R” and 5” is just k’l. The differentiation map of Si into 3’ is then that of 
the Koszul complex. Let us suppose that the ideal a is minimally generated 
by y1 ,..., y,, . Let Tl ,..., T,, be elements of A? such that rt(T,) yi . It is 
easily checked that the images of Tl ,..., Tel in H*(E;) form a basis. Wc then 
define S” =: $? 0 IY- where I?- =: S’u,” @ ... e Suqr with ujz denoting a 
generator of the free S-module SU,~. d”ju,“) is Mined to be T, . d” is defined 
on R2 to be the differentiation of the Koszul complex and is then extended, b! 
Iinearity to all of 5’“. q2,..., z$ will be called the “selected” basis of E”. 3” is 
now defined to be Ka @ (A? ‘3 E*) (c E” where Ea su,3 cg 
(uX3,.. ., u:,, being calIed the 
..’ G) su ;,, 
“selected” basis of 6”). d” is defined on K” to be 
the differentiation operator of the Koszul complex. To define it on k’l !% B”, 
let k’ denote an element of ic’ and ~3 any element of E’, then 
d3(k1 (3 9) = dl(k’) ‘3 z2 $- ( -1)’ /ii c$ tl”u”. 
To defne d” on BR, let T12,..., T:Z be an! cycles of K’ whose images in the 
homology complex form a basis for H2(.%“). Then lP(u,“) is defined to be T,“. 
We then extend d3 by linearity to all of s”. Let us now construct S”: 
where E’ == Su,” @ ... @ Su,” (ur*,..., u::~ being called the “selected” basis 
of E*). d4 is defined on K4 and on E4 in a manner analogous to the definition 
of d3 on K3 and E3. To define d4 or $2 (3 E2 and on K1 @ E3, let k2 denote an 
element of Ka and 2 an element of E”, then rP(k” @ 9) is defined to be 
d2(k2) 0 $ -k (- l)Z R2 @ du2. Similarly if ki denotes an element of K1 and u3 
an element of Es, then d”(kl @ u3) is defined to be dl(kl) u3 + (- 1)l k1 @ du”. 
Let us now define d4 on E” @ E”. Let tli2 and u,” be two “selected” bases 
elements of Es. Then d”(u,* @ ujz) is defined to be y(dui2, duj2) + d(Q) @ uj2 
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where y  is the 1Iassey operator of 9. d” is then extended by linearity to all of 
ES (2 E2 and then to all of S4. We now define Si and Ei in general: 
p _ k’f @ (s’-* @ E2) @ (SC-3 @ q @ . . . @ (Sl [g F-1) I3 Ei 
where EL su,i @ ... @ su;L_l . Thus in particular Ei = 0 for i > IZ 7- 1. 
’ ql,..., UC‘_, will be called the “selected” basis of Ez. di is defined on IQ and on 
I9 in a manner analogous to the definition of d3 on Ra and E”. Clearly every 
element of Si is an S-linear combination of elements of the form ur (31 ... 3 u, 
where for j .;: 2, uj is a “selected” basis element of E’j for some Y, , and u’r is 
either in KQ or is a selected basis element of EQ for some or such that 
xz=, vi =: i. iVe will sefine CP on elements of the form ur 62 ..* @ u,,, and tlhen 
extend by linearity to all of Si. We can assume that m ) 1. I f  z~r is not an 
element of the Koszul complex then we define 
d(u, 0 ... 0 u,,J = d(u, I@ ... @ u,,& @ u,rl -L y(du, ,..., du,,J, (1) 
where the existence of Y(& ,..., dq,,) is assured by the hypothesis on the 
Massey operations. If  ur is an element of the Koszul complex we define 
d(u, (3 ... 3 u,) = d(u,) 0 vu2 @ ... @ u,, + (--I)” u1 (3 d(u, I@! ... ‘3 u,,) 
It is then easily seen that (2) is equivalent to 
(2) 
d(u, (8 ... @ u,,,) = d(u, @ ... $1 u,,,-~) @ u,,, + (-1)” u1 @ y(dz~2 ,..., dll,). 
(24 
Cnution. Formulas (1) and (2a) have been defined with respect to a 
selected basis of E’J. They are not true for arbitrary elements of E’j. 
LEMMA (3). di-ldi = 0. 
Proof. By linearity it will suffice to prove the lemma on elements of the 
form ur @ ... @ U, as above, and we can clearly assume that wz > 1. .\Ve 
will consider separately the two cases that ur is in the Koszul complex and 
that tll is not the Koszul complex. 
(a) Suppose first that ur is in the Koszul complex, then 
di-ld’(u, @ ... @ u,) 
== di-‘(d(u,) @ u2 @ ... @ IL,& + (p1)‘1 u1 @ d(u, @ ... @ u,J) 
= dd(q) 0 u2 @ ... @ II,, + ( pl)T1-’ d(u,) @ d(u, @ ... 3 u,) 
+ (- 1)” d(q) @ d(u, &I ... @ u,,) 
+ (-l)T1-+T1 u1 @ dd(u, @ ... @ urn), 
which using the inductive hypothesis is therefore zero. 
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b) Suppose now that u1 is not in the Koszul complex, then, 
d(u, @ *-a 3 u,,,) == y(du, ,..., du,,) +- dfu, ‘2 *.. (3 u,,+l) & u,, 
and d(u, & .** ~3 u+i) @j 24, is easily seen to equal, 
Then using the inductive hypothesis on d and equation (2a) we obtain that 
= 1 (- l)T~+‘-+“*-l y(dzL, ,..., da<) s! y(dui+l ,,.., da,). 
,~~I 
Since now 
u-1 
d(y(du, ,..., du,,,)) = c (-l)7’l+“‘i I‘$ y(du, ,..., du,) & y(dui+l ,a.., du,) 
i=l 
(note that Y, is one greater than the degree of dq) we have that 
di-ldi(u, C& .I. (5 a,,,) 7 0. Th’ is completes the proof of the lemma. 
From equations (1) and (2a) it is now easily, seen that the resolution just 
constructed is acyclic. By Proposition (6) it is then clearly a minimal resolution. 
The assertions of Theorem (2) are now obvious. 
~OROI.I.ARE’. If the ll/lassey operations of .W” are trivial then the Poincare 
series of S is equal to ((1 -+ z)“/(l ~ Q$ ... -~,,u”“*l)), E< denoting the 
dimension of the ith homology group of A’. 
Proof. It is clear that the Poincare series of .3? (+jGY T(E) is the product 
of the Poincare series of K and that of T(E). sow the PoincarC series of L? is 
(1 + z)~? and that of T(E) is easily seen to be I I( 1 - ~iu”’ .** -~,,z”+i). 
Remark (1). Golod [6] proved the above corollary. The essential ideas of 
the proof that I have given of the theorem were contained in his proof of the 
corollary. The basic difference is one of notation. 
Refnavk (2). The examples of a complete intersection and that of trivial 
Massey operations seem to be the two extremes to the problem on the 
rationality of the Poincare series. 
More precisely, 
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Conjecture. Let S = R/a as above. Let E be a graded S-module such that 
l? = 0 for i < 1 and for i > 2 Ei is a free S-module of dimension ci-r. Then 
a minimal S-resolution for k has an algebra structure isomorphic to 
.iv? Gs T*(E) where T*(E) is a homomorphic image of T(E) by an ideal which 
is generated by a finite number of homogeneous elements. 
Example. If  S is a complete intersection then Ei = 0 for i > 2. Let 
ui ,..., u, denote a basis for El. Then T*(E) is equal to T(E) module the ideal 
generated by elements of the form U,Uj - ujui for i f  j. 
5 
With the notation as in Section (4) we make the following hypothesis on the 
ideal a. 
pi. There exists a minimal set of generators or ,..., X, of a such that the .z^~ 
have a common divisor, i.e. there exists x E m such that 3~~ = yrz, y1 E m, 
for all i. 
Example. Suppose that a is minimally generated by two elements s and y. 
Suppose that x, y  is not an R-regular sequence. Then there exists a, 6 in. R 
such that ax + by = 0 but that a is not divisible by y. Since R is a Uniclue 
Factorization Domain (Auslander and Buchabaum [I]) it follows that th’ere 
exist u” a non unit of R such that z divides s and y. 
THEOREM (3). Assume that H is satis$ed. Let T be a homogeneous cycle of 
degree Y z: 1 of X-. Then T is homologous to a cycle of the form z @ I” zohere 5 
and T’ are homogeneous elements of degree 1 and r - 1 respectize!y; 5 does not 
depend on T. 
Proof. Since .Y? --= S &J,R X, T = I @ U in Z homogeneous of degree Y. 
To say that T is a cycle is then equivalent to saying that d(CT) < a%. Since 
every element of a is divisible by z, d(U) =: zzi’ with U’ of degree Y - 1. 
Since ddu = 0, we have zd( CT’) = 0 and so since z is R-regular, n(u’) == 0. 
Sow since z E m, there exists an element f  in Ki such that d(Z) = x. Thus 
d(B @ U’) = z U’ - f  @ d( C”) = ,zG’ = d( Cr). Thus 5 13 u’ - 6’ is a 
cycle. Since X is acyclic we obtain that Z @ U’ is homologous to lJ in K. 
Letting x and T’ denote the images of .Z and u in 3 we obtain that 5 @ T’ is 
homologous to T. 
COROLLARY (1). Under hypothesis H, the product of any two cycles of .g’ is 
a boundary of 9. 
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Proof. I f  one of the two cycles is of degree 0, then Corollary (1) is a 
restatement of the fact that the homology groups of .X? are vector spaces over 
R/m. Suppose then that T,, and Ti, are two cycles of degrees 31. Then by 
the theorem T,, and Tfj are homologous to vectors of the form Z <<) T,: and 
z ~9: ‘r;: respectively. Rut then T,, (3 II’, is clearly homologous to 
(Z $jXa T,:) ::<, (2 ‘2 7x) : 0. Thus 7;, (4 Yb is a boundary. 
COROLLARY (2). Under hypothesis I-I, .X7 has trivial Massey operations. 
Proof. This is a generalization of Corollary (1) and the proof is similar 
using Remark (3) on Massey operations. 
COROLLARY (3). Let R be a regular ring of dimension n and let a be an 
ideal of R contained in m2 and minimally generated by two elements x and y. 
Then either P(R/a) = (I + z)‘l/( 1 - 2)2 OY 
P(R/a) =: (1 r z)“/(l - E$ e.1 ---E,~z~+‘), 
where ci denotes the dimension of H,(g). 
PYOO~. I f  x, y  are an R-regular sequence then P(R/a) -- (1 + z)“/( 1 - z?)~ 
by Corollary (2) to Theorem (1). Otherwise a satisfies hypothesis H (see 
example). Thus by Corollary (2) h as trivial Massey operations and so by 
Theorem (2) Corollary (l), P(R/a) ~~ (1 + z)“/(l - E# ... -E#-‘-‘) 
COROLLARY (4) (Scheja). Let R be a regular ring of dimension 2. Let a 
be an ideal contained in m2. Then either R/a is a complete intersection or 
P(R/a) = (1 + z)“/( 1 ~ •~9 - +9). 
Proof. Let 3c1 ,..., x, be a minimal set of generators for a. By 
Corollary (3) we can assume n > 3. Let 1, ,..., 1, be elements of K1 such that 
dl(&) :m xi . Let & = 1 ~3 .vz be the image of .$ in K1. Then the images of 
xi in H’(.$) form a basis.Since R is of dimension 2, the triviality of the Massey 
operations in .fl is equivalent to IV, @ xj = 0, i.e. if & @ Gj = me1 @ e2 , then 
(Y E a. Let b denote the ideal generated by xi and xj . Let 2: and 2: denote the 
image of Si and lj in R/b OR X. If  xi, xj is not an R-regular sequence, 
then by Corollary (I) 2; @ 2:: = 0 so that ar E b C a. Suppose then that 
xi 7 xj is an R-regular sequence. Then since the homology groups of the 
Koszul complex are vector spaces, we have that or E (b : m). But since R/b 
is a complete intersection the dimension of (b : m) over k is I. Thus since 
R/b is artinian (b : m) is contained in every ideal of R properly containing b 
and in particular in a. 
Remark. Let R be a regular ring of dimension 2. Let x and y  be generators 
of m. Let z’ and w be minimal generators of the ideal a : (v, w). Suppose that 
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a = vg -1 my and w = w2x + w,,y. Then the simplest case of Corollary (1) 
asserts that U, zu is not an R-regular sequence e the determinant 
is contained in a. (The implication < uses the fact that if ZJ, w is an R-regular 
sequence then H’(R/(v, w)) is nontrivial). In particular this property does not 
depend on the choice of the minimal generators x and y  of m, on the choice 
of the minimal generators ZJ and w of a, and on the manner of writing ZJ and w 
as a linear combination of x and y. All these assertions can be verified directly 
by a somewhat laborious computation. But without the notation of the exterior 
algebra, these computations would immediately become unmanageable for 
less trivial cases. 
Conjecture. Let K be a regular ring of dimension n and let a be an ideal 
minimally generated by zll ,..., V, . Let xr ,..., x,, be minimal generators of YYL 
Suppose that ‘uj = Cy=, ~~~~~ . Then or ,,.., z1,, is an R-regular sequence e the 
determinant j vji / is not contained in a. (The implication 3 is easy and does 
not require R to be regular). 
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